A definite list of laminate configurations with extension-twisting (and shearing-bending) coupling is derived for up to 21 plies of identical thickness. The list comprises individual stacking sequences, containing standard angle-ply and cross-ply sub-sequences; combinations which are contrary to the previously assumed form for this class of laminate. The list also contains dimensionless parameters from which the extensional, coupling and bending stiffness terms are readily calculated for any fiber/matrix system. Lamination parameters are shown graphically to illustrate the extent of the design space with up to 21 plies. A special sub-group from this class of coupled laminate is identified that can be manufactured flat under a standard elevated temperature curing process; this sub-group possesses hygro-thermally curvature-stable behavior. Finally, bounds on the compression buckling strength are assessed using a closed form solution for all the laminate groups presented. = bending stiffness parameter for laminate, and angle-ply and cross-ply sub-sequences. , , = angle plies, used in stacking sequence definition. , =
Nomenclature
A,A ij = e x t e n s i o n a l ( m e m b r a n e ) s t i f f n e s s m a t r i x a n d i t s e l e m e n t s ( i , j = 1 , 2 , 6 ) . B,B ij = bending-extension-coupling stiffness matrix and its elements (i,j = 1, 2, 6). D,D ij = bending (flexural) stiffness matrix and its elements (i,j = 1, 2, 6). H = laminate thickness (= n t). n = number of plies in laminate stacking sequence. N = in-plane force resultants (= {N x ,N y ,N xy } T ). N x ,N y = i n -p l a n e a x i a l l o a d p e r u n i t l e n g t h . ). [9] [10] [11] [12] = lamination parameters for bending stiffness ( 9 , 10 , 11 , 12 = 1 D , 2 D , 3 D , 4 D ). , , , = coupling stiffness parameter for laminate, and angle-ply and cross-ply sub-sequences.
II. Characterization of laminated composite materials
Composite laminates are typically characterized in terms of their response to mechanical (and/or thermal) loading, which is generally associated with a description of the coupling behavior, unique to this type of material. The wellknown ABD relation from classical lamination theory is often expressed using compact notation:
The coupling behavior, which is dependent on the form of the elements in each of the extensional (A), coupling (B) and bending (D) stiffness matrices, is conveniently described by an extended subscript notation, defined previously in an Engineering Sciences Data Unit, or ESDU data item 11 . Here, a balanced and symmetric stacking sequence, which generally give rise to coupling between bending and twisting 13 and are referred to by the designation A S B 0 D F , signifying that the elements of the extensional stiffness matrix (A S ) have the specially It is now well understood that the extensional (A) and bending (D) stiffness matrices possess one of two forms: either fully uncoupled (A S , D S ) or fully coupled (A F , D F ). The isotropic form of these matrices, where D I and/or A I replace D S and/or A S respectively, have been shown to represent subsets of the specially orthotropic (uncoupled or simple) form 12 .
An additional subset includes laminates for which the elements of the bending stiffness matrix are related directly to those of the extensional stiffness matrix by:
with respect to the laminate thickness, H. This subset represents a significant simplification in design, and for the uncoupled form (A S , D S ) can be described as a Quasi-Homogeneous Orthotropic Laminate, or QHOL, providing concomitant properties in both extension and bending, thus providing maximum (and minimum) in-plane and outof-plane reinforcement in the same direction. In contrast to the uncoupled or simple form of the extensional (A S ) and bending (D S ) stiffness matrices, the coupling (B) stiffness matrix has several complex forms: B 0 in the preceding laminate descriptions must now be replaced with one of the alternative designations given in Table 1 , giving rise to twenty-four possible combinations, presented elsewhere 14 .
The laminates investigated in this study are free from coupling between the shear force resultant (N xy ) and extensional strains ( x , y ), i.e. A 16 = A 26 = 0, and free from coupling between moment resultants (M x , M y ) and twist curvature ( xy ), i.e. D 16 = D 26 = 0. However, they possess coupling between extension and twisting and between shearing and bending, i.e. in-plane force resultants (N x and N y ) give rise to twist curvature ( xy ) and a shear force resultant (N xy ) gives rise to bending curvatures ( x and y ).
Fully uncoupled laminates minimize distortion during manufacturing and generally maximize compression buckling strength, particularly in comparison to balanced and symmetric laminate configurations described above, which are commonly adopted in aircraft and spacecraft construction, despite the fact that such laminates possess bending anisotropy, i.e. coupling between bending and twisting. Ignoring such coupling responses continues to be justified on the basis that the effects dissipate for laminates with a large number of plies when heuristic design rules are applied, e.g., applying a constraint on the maximum number of contiguous plies of identical orientation. However the response may be strongly coupled in thin laminates.
Coupled laminates are often subject to thermal distortions due to the high temperature curing process requirement for high strength fiber/matrix systems. However, continuing developments in matrix technologies may render such requirements unnecessary in future; at which point the entire design space of laminate configurations identified in this article may be readily exploited. Current design of coupled laminates is therefore constrained by either manufacturing technology, in which tooling must be shaped in order to mitigate the thermal distortions on cooling, or to stacking sequence configurations which exhibit hygro-thermally curvature-stable response; the latter is considered in this article.
In order characterize the thermal and/or mechanical coupling behavior, a response-based labeling is presented alongside and complementary to the subscript notation in Table 1 . The subscripts for the coupling (B) matrix in Table 1 follow exactly the same logic as described for the Extensional (A) and Bending (D) matrices. The complexities of the B matrix are in fact captured by only two additional subscripts. Subscript l denotes that the leading diagonal elements (B 11 , B 22 0) are non-zero, whereas subscript t denotes that off-diagonal (or transverse) elements (B 16 , B 26 0) are non-zero. These two cases may also be superimposed. Table 1 -Compact notation, coupling behavior using response-based labeling and associated form of coupling stiffness matrix. Subscripts associated with compact notation, after ESDU 11 , are summarized in the table footnotes. The fully uncoupled form (A S B 0 D S ) is described as a Simple laminate, whereas the coupled forms are described in terms of the response that the laminate exhibits to various combination of force and moment resultants, using a cause and effect relationship. A laminate is therefore described as an E-S laminate if Extension (E) causes a Shearing (S) effect, whereas if Bending causes a Twisting effect then the laminate is described as a B-T laminate. Note that each cause and effect pair is underlined. The illustrations presented in Fig. 1 represent the thermal (contraction) response of initially flat laminates with standard ply orientations 45, 0 and 90 in place of symbols , and , respectively, following a typical elevated temperature curing process. The A S B t D S laminate corresponds to the extension-twisting and shearing-bending coupled configurations sought. However this laminate class is also shown to be obtained by re-aligning the principal material axis of A S B S D S laminates; or A S B lt D S for double angle-ply laminates, where the configurations now correspond to , in place of the symbols , and . The laminate stacking sequences presented in Fig. 1 are representative examples from the minimum ply number grouping for each designation; displacement magnitudes are not to scale. where z, repre ess t: meters is readily dem with stacking senting the di 
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These coupling stiffness terms can be written in alternative form:
and
respectively, where = 4, = -4, = 0 and = 0.
Note that max. = n 2 = | | + | | = | | + | |, which corresponds, in comparison to the above example, to [ 4 / 4 ] T or [ 4 / 4 ] T respectively. This follows a similar relationships for the extensional stiffness, where the total number of plies, n = n + n + n + n , and for the bending stiffness, where = + + + = n 3 .
V. Example calculations
For a carbon-fiber/epoxy material with Young's moduli E 1 = 161.0GPa and E 2 = 11.38GPa, shear modulus G 12 = 5.17GPa and Poisson's ratio 12 0.38, lamina thickness t = 0.1397mm and stacking sequence [ / 3 ] A , the nondimensional parameters for the extensional, coupling and bending stiffness matrices are readily calculated from the geometric data presented in Table 2 , where the first two columns provide the ply number and orientation, respectively. Subsequent columns illustrate the summations, for each ply orientation, of (z kz k-1 ), (z k 2z k-1 2 )/2 and (z k 3z k-1 3 )/3, relating to the A, B and D matrices, respectively. The distance from the laminate mid-plane, z, is expressed in term of ply thickness t, which is assumed to be of unit value.
The non-dimensional parameters arising from the summations of Table 2 are: n (= A ) = 4, n = 4 and n = 0; (= 2 B ) = 4, = -4 and = 0 and; (= 4 D ) = 256, = 256 and = 0, where n 3 = 8 3 = = + + = 512. The extensional, coupling and bending stiffness matrix elements are: For fibre angles = 45 and 0 in place of symbols and respectively, the transformed reduced stiffnesses are given in Table 3 , These stiffness matrices represent a coupled quasi-homogeneous (A S B t D S ) laminate, given that D ij = A ij H 2 /12, possessing bending-shearing and twisting-extension coupling. By inspection, A 11 = A 22 , however, calculation reveals that A 66 (A 11 -A 12 )/2 = 5778, hence the laminate does not possess in-plane (hence out-of-plane) isotropic properties.
VI. Lamination parameters
Lamination parameters offer an alternative set of non-dimensional expressions when ply angles are a design constraint. For (optimum) angle-ply and cross-ply laminate design, lamination parameters offer a convenient tool, since they allow the stiffness terms to be expressed as linear variables. The optimized lamination parameters may then be matched against a corresponding set of stacking sequences with given laminate thickness H (= n t). In the context of the non-dimensional parameters for uncoupled extensional (n, n , n , n , n ) and bending ( , , , ) stiffness, only four ( 1 , 2 , 9 and 10 ) of the twelve lamination parameters are required when the material is axisaligned. For laminates with coupling between extensional and bending behavior, additional parameters ( , , , ) are included to account for the coupling (B) matrix, and up to four additional lamination parameters must now be considered: Elements of the extensional (A), coupling (B) and bending (D) stiffness matrices are related to the lamination parameters and laminate invariants, respectively, by: 
VII. Equivalent Fully Isotropic Laminate
The fully isotropic laminate, or FIL, offers a benchmark stacking sequence configuration, against which all laminates (coupled or uncoupled) may be characterized. However, previous work 14 has shown that for thin laminates, with up to 21 plies, these so called benchmark configurations exist only for 18-ply laminates. The concept of an Equivalent FIL, with any number of plies, must therefore be adopted. The benchmark configuration is now replaced by a set of stiffness properties for the Equivalent FIL, for which no physical stacking sequence configuration exists. The stiffness properties for the Equivalent FIL are readily obtained from the laminate invariants, expressed in terms of their isotropic material counterparts, where E 1 = E 2 , 12 = 21 , etc:
where Iso = U 4 /U 1
and G Iso = U 5 (28)
The Young's modulus, E Iso , Poisson ratio, Iso , and shear modulus, G Iso , are the equivalent isotropic material properties of a composite laminate of thickness, H, corresponding to the total number of plies, n, of uniform thickness, t, and from which the equivalent isotropic stiffness properties for laminates with any number of plies then follows: Equivalent FIL stiffness properties such as these can be used to normalize the properties of other laminates. However for coupled laminates an expression for the equivalent B Iso must be introduced:
representing a value close to the maximum possible for any class of coupling behavior. For the 8-ply Equivalent FIL above, B Iso = 21,541N, used in the normalization of the polar plots that follow (Fig. 3 ).
VIII. Results and Discussion

A. Stacking sequence configurations
This section presents information on the number and form of the solutions for A S B t D S or E-T-B-S coupled laminates, which have long been thought to exist only of anti-symmetric angle-ply configurations and indeed are generally referred to as anti-symmetric laminates in the literature. However, anti-symmetric laminates have recently been shown to be prevalent in fully uncoupled 12 laminates, e.g. [45/-45 2 /45] A . Both groups contain balanced pairs to ensure uncoupled extensional properties; hence solutions exist only for even ply numbers. The number of stacking sequence solutions corresponding to each ply number grouping, n, are given in Table 4 ; those in parentheses indicate the number of non-symmetric stacking sequences, which exist in all ply number grouping from n = 12 plies and above, and in fact dominate the design space in the higher ply number groupings. Table 5 presents similar data to that given in Table 4 , but for stacking sequences which contain standard ply orientations, i.e., cross-plies and/or angle-ply combinations. Note that in the derivation of these laminate stacking sequences, the first (outer) ply was assumed to represent an angle-ply layer, as is common practice for damage tolerant design; thus avoiding cross-ply laminate designs. The number of subgroups from Table 5 with quasihomogeneous orthotropic properties are highlighted in Table 6 , as well as those with isotropic properties, noting that for 18-ply laminates this requires a change in the angle ply orientations from ±45, 0 and 90° to ±60 and 0° to achieve /3 isotropy, e.g., [60/-60 2 /0 3 /60 2 /0/-60/60 2 /-60 3 /0 2 /60] T .
Abridged listings from each of these laminate groups are presented in the appendix: Table 9 contains examples of anti-symmetric angle-ply laminates; Table 10 contains the non-symmetric counterparts and; Table 11 contains examples of the new stacking sequences with standard ply orientations.
B. Lamination parameter design spaces:
Extension-Twisting (and Shearing-Bending) coupled laminates, or B-S-T-E laminates, may be derived from combinations of standard ply orientations, i.e., +45, -45, 0 and 90 , and exist for all ply number groupings. The design space for laminates with up to 21 plies increase from 2,207 solutions with angle-ply configurations to 3,270,687 solutions with standard ply orientations. QHOLs, for which the elements of the Bending stiffness matrix are derived directly from those of the Extensional stiffness matrix, i.e., D ij = A ij H 2 /12. Note that the feasible domain for these lamination parameters is given by the parabola, 2 = 2 1 2 -1, which was incorrectly stated in a previously article 19 . However, for standard ply orientations, the design space is bounded by a triangular region, as is apparent from the results in Fig. 2 . Figure 3 presents the (unabridged) three-dimensional design spaces of coupling lamination parameters, illustrated as 3 rd angle orthographic projections, for quasi-homogeneous A S B t D S coupled laminates; the design space is virtually identical for all A S B t D S coupled laminates. The illustration of feasible domains of lamination parameters helps to provide some insight into the extent of design space for this class of coupled laminate. Note that the threedimensional space arises by virtue of principal material axis alignment and the restriction to ±45° angle-ply orientations, which renders 8 = 0; off-axis material alignments and general angle-ply orientations give rise to a fourdimensional design space. The bounds on the feasible domain for coupling lamination parameters are contained within circular and Lissajous curves, where the latter is shown broken within the bounds of the design space. Table 8 .
C. Hygro-thermally curvatures stable, or warp-free, sequences:
Mechanically coupled laminates with extensional isotropy have been found to provide solutions which have coupling only between Extension-Twisting (and Shearing-Bending). However they must satisfy all the lamination parameters or equivalent extensional and coupling stiffness requirements of Table 8 in order mitigate the distortions of high temperature curing; noting that 4 = 8 = 12 = 0 when standard angle plies are used, i.e., 45, 0 and 90 , with respect to the principal material axis. Additionally for quasi-homogeneous solutions, 9 = 10 = 11 = 0.
Eight solutions exist in laminates with up to 21 plies when standard ply angles are adopted, see Table 7 . They represent A I B S D I laminates for axis-aligned material and possess mechanical bending-extension and twistingshearing coupling. The isotropic nature of both the extensional (A I ) and bending (D I ) stiffness implies that the mechanical and thermal properties are insensitive to off-axis material alignment, . By contrast, changes in the form of the coupling stiffness matrix gives rise to an A I B F D I laminate for general off-axis aligned material, possessing mechanical bending-extension, bending-shearing, twisting-extension and twisting-shearing coupling. A I B S D I laminate properties occur only at 90 ( /2) intervals with respect to the principal material axis. A third class of laminate, possessing mechanical twisting-extension and bending-shearing coupling is referred to as an A I B t D I laminate which also occurs at 90 ( /2) intervals, but off-set by 22.5 ( /8) with respect to the principal material axis. Off-axis material alignment and its effect on the laminate stiffness properties and lamination parameters for the first sequence of Table 7 can be observed in the polar plots of Fig. 4 , which verifies the conditions set out in Table 8 . Table 7 -Hygro-thermally curvature-stable 16-ply quasi-homogeneous orthotropic stacking sequence configurations (after Ref. 19.) , together with the corresponding lamination parameter, 6 
D. Buckling predictions
This section presents a selection of results illustrating closed form buckling solutions, comparing bounds on previously assumed angle-ply laminates [16] [17] [18] Buckling solutions for 8-ply A S B t D S laminates are presented in Figs 5(a) and (b) for stacking sequences that cannot be manufactured without specially curved tooling for laminated materials that require a high temperature curing process. Figure 5 (a) presents angle-ply solutions and Fig 5(b) presents the new laminate configurations, containing cross-ply and/or angle-ply layers. The equivalent fully isotropic laminate, or FIL buckling curve is presented as a datum against which the buckling performance of the coupled laminates can be assessed. In fact the bounds on the buckling performance are only marginally improved for the by introducing combined cross-ply and angle-ply sub-sequences into the laminate design.
By contrast, the HTCS solutions all fall on or below the equivalent fully isotropic laminate, or FIL; HCTS laminates with higher ply number groupings demonstrate marginally higher buckling strength than the equivalent FIL. One of the configurations presented has been optimized 10 for maximum Extension-Twisting coupling, but this can been seen to have a negative effect on the buckling strength performance.
Natural frequency predictions are presented elsewhere 21 
Plate aspect ratio (a/b)
IX. Conclusions
New Extension-Twisting (and Shearing-Bending) coupled laminates have been derived from combinations of standard ply orientations, i.e., +45, -45, 0 and 90 , and have been shown to exist for all ply number groupings.
The design space for laminates with standard ply orientations has been shown to be vast in comparison to the previously assumed anti-symmetric angle ply configurations. Indeed, the design space is increased yet further with the introduction of hygro-thermally curvature-stable or HTCS laminate configurations with Extension-Twisting (and Shearing-Bending) coupled properties. This special class of laminate design is immune to thermal distortions resulting from the high temperature curing process; hence curved tooling can be avoided for such designs.
Compression buckling strength comparisons have been made between angle-ply, standard-ply and HTCS laminates using a closed form solution, for which only a relatively small increase in the bounds is apparent for the new standard ply configurations. By contrast, HTCS laminates fall on or below the buckling strength of the equivalent isotropic laminate; increasing the mechanical Extension-Twisting coupling behavior has a negative effect on the buckling strength performance. Table 9 -Anti-symmetric angle-ply A S B t D S laminates, where symbols and , represent +45and -45 , respectively.
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